ABSTRACT As a basic and key problem in the remote sensing community, remote sensing image scene understanding (RSISU) has attracted increasing research interest. In recent years, deep learning has revolutionized RSISU. However, the great success of deep learning strongly depends on the availability of a largescale data set with explicit labels. Although remote sensing image scene data sets have been publicly released for a limited number of remote sensing image types, data sets of many types of remote sensing images are still not available, which limits the applicability of deep learning. Generally, exhaustively labeling remote sensing image scene data sets via manual labor is time consuming, and it becomes impossible when the data set volume is very large. Hence, it is necessary to develop an intelligent annotation approach to efficiently and accurately label these data sets. Based on a prior assumption of consistency, namely, the assumption that samples within the same cluster are likely to have the same label, this paper proposes a novel annotation method for remote sensing image scene data sets called automatic aggregation via hierarchical similarity diffusion (AA-HSD). More specifically, each remote sensing image scene is represented by multiple features. To make full use of these complementary features, this paper proposes a new hierarchical similarity diffusion method for robustly measuring the similarity matrix of the scenes in the data set. Based on this similarity matrix, the scenes are automatically aggregated into clusters. Instead of annotating the data set scene by scene, as in the traditional manual annotation solution, we annotate the data set cluster by cluster, which dramatically increases the annotation speed while achieving a very high accuracy. Extensive experiments on two public remote sensing image scene data sets demonstrate the validity of our proposed AA-HSD method, which outperforms all competing baselines.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of remote sensing observation technology, we are now witnessing a dramatic growth in the availability of heterogeneous remote sensing image data, which heralds the advent of the era of remote sensing big data [1] . Among the diverse research topics relevant to this era (e.g., image storage, image indexing, and knowledge discovery), remote sensing image scene understanding (RSISU) is of non-negligible interest because RSISU is beneficial for various applications, including land-use and land-cover (LULC) classification [2] - [5] , object detection [6] - [10] , and content-based image retrieval [11] - [14] . In the past few years, various methods [2] - [14] have been proposed to tackle RSISU. Among these methods, deep-learning-based methods dramatically outperform other approaches. Deep-learningbased methods are well known to be data hungry, and their performance is strongly correlated with the volume and quality of the available training data [15] , [16] . In the past decade, many researchers have developed methods of building and training deep networks, but very few have focused on training data. Thus, when individuals or companies try to apply deep learning to certain specialized tasks, they have all the tools for building and training deep networks, but they lack tools for developing training data. In contrast to natural images, remote sensing images exist in significantly more types due to the diversity of remote imaging sensors. Hence, it is not possible to exhaustively annotate large-scale training datasets for each type of remote sensing image with manual labor alone. Due to the aforementioned considerations, there is a urgent need to develop an intelligent annotation method for remote sensing image scene datasets to speed up the annotation process.
Early on, remote sensing image scene datasets were exhaustively annotated via manual labor for use in machine learning methods that required only a small number of samples. More specifically, pioneers in the remote sensing community manually collected several remote sensing image scene datasets, such as the UCM [17] , DSRSID [14] , RSI-CB256 [18] , AID [19] , and NWPU-RESISC45 [20] datasets. These datasets mainly comprise panchromatic images with only one channel, aerial images with R-G-B channels, and multispectral images with R-G-B-NIR channels. However, scene datasets of other types of remote sensing images, such as hyperspectral images, are still not available, which greatly restricts the development of deep learning methods for these types of remote sensing image data. This is the main reason why deep learning has not achieved as much success in remote sensing as in other domains, such as natural image recognition. In contrast to natural images, remote sensing images often contain complex structures and textures due to spectral variance and variance in resolution. Due to these characteristics of remote sensing images, speeding up the annotation process for remote sensing image scene datasets is a highly challenging problem.
To decrease the labor cost of the annotation of remote sensing image scene datasets, two main categories of methods have been proposed in the literature. Methods in the first category [18] , [21] utilize points of interest and vector data in Open-Street-Map (OSM) format to represent geospatial objects in remote sensing images and then complete the scene annotation process by extracting the scene centered on each indicated geospatial object. Because OSM data are crowdsourced data, these points of interest and vectors typically contain some errors, which, in turn, cause the labeled scenes to contain errors. As suggested by Li et al. [18] , Jin et al. [21] , a dataset that is initially labeled using OSM data in this way still needs manual inspection to correct hidden errors. Methods in the second category [22] , [23] use an interactive algorithm to actively refine the edge links in a graph model of the scenes in a dataset. Because these methods [22] , [23] can accept only one kind of feature descriptor, the constructed graph will contain a large number of false edge links. Even for a tiny dataset (e.g., the UCM dataset), such an interactive algorithm still needs hundreds of instances of expert feedback to eliminate these false edge links from the graph model. Furthermore, experts must waste a great deal of time waiting for the intermediate results during the interactive process. In addition to the two aforementioned categories of methods, semisupervised methods [24] - [26] may play a role in fast image dataset annotation because such methods can use a very small dataset for supervision and recover the labels of the remaining data. However, these semisupervised methods consider only a few types of feature descriptors, which results in low accuracy because only a few types of features are insufficient to completely characterize a remote sensing scene with complex structures. Meanwhile, the problem of the curse of dimensionality will arise if we naively increase the number of features considered in these semisupervised methods [24] - [26] . On the whole, the question of how to efficiently and accurately annotate a remote sensing image scene dataset deserves more specific exploration.
Inspired by the cluster assumption [27] , namely, the assumption that samples within the same structure (e.g., a cluster or manifold) are likely to have the same label, this paper proposes a novel annotation approach based on automatic aggregation via hierarchical similarity diffusion (AA-HSD). In [28] , we proposed an unsupervised crossdiffusion graph model that can collaboratively fuse multiple features. That study demonstrated the performance improvement that can be achieved through the fusion of multiple features via the diffusion process. The diffusion process enables the re-evaluation of the pairwise affinities between data samples throughout the graph, which helps to capture the intrinsic global structure in the manifold. Then, the final fused similarity matrix can be used for automatic aggregation via spectral clustering, and finally, we can label the images cluster by cluster based on one key sample in each cluster. To take advantage of the complementary discrimination capabilities of a wide range of features, we design a hierarchical structure with two rounds of fusion via the diffusion process. In the proposed method, the initial affinity graphs are assigned to various subtrees according to the complementarity of the different features on which these graphs are based. The 1-st diffusion process is applied among the features within each subtree, and the 2-nd diffusion process is performed among the subtrees. The proposed approach strengthens the similarity metric and has the benefit of improving perception in a process proceeding from weak to strong, which is similar to the human perception process.
Different features can reflect different characteristics of a given image and play complementary roles. Thus, we utilize as many feature descriptors as possible, such as deep features extracted through transfer learning [29] - [32] , unsupervised features [33] - [36] and handcrafted features [37] - [43] . Our experimental results show that the proposed hierarchical similarity diffusion structure is effective in improving the diffusion results and that automatic aggregation based on spectral clusters can be efficient for the annotation task. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) Inspired by the general cluster assumption, this paper proposes a cluster-level annotation method to accelerate the speed of annotation by means of the automatic aggregation of the scenes in a dataset. 2) To make full use of the complementary features of each scene, we propose a novel hierarchical similarity VOLUME 6, 2018 diffusion model to enhance the performance of automatic aggregation. 3) We propose a simple yet effective method to select the key scene from each cluster which guarantees the high accuracy of the annotation dataset. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, our proposed AA-HSD method is described in detail. Section III presents the experimental results and provides qualitative comparisons with several competing baseline methods. Section IV discusses the possibility of using the final greedily annotated dataset (which will contain some errors) to train deep networks and introduces the potential applications of our proposed AA-HSD method. Finally, Section V provides a summary of the paper.
II. METHODOLOGY
This section provides a detailed description of the proposed AA-HSD method for dataset annotation. In Section II-A, we introduce the feature set, which contains 20 types of features. In Section II-B, we first review the original similarity diffusion network [44] and then describe our AA-HSD method. The annotation process based on key samples is demonstrated in Section II-C.
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE FEATURE SET
It is well known that one of the pivotal issues related to remote sensing image processing and analysis is the extraction of representative features to describe remotely sensed objects and scenes. In recent decades, considerable efforts have been made to characterize the visual content of remote sensing images. Generally, we can divide the existing feature descriptors into three main categories according to the extraction method used: handcrafted features, unsupervised features, and deep features. The extraction of handcrafted features mainly focuses on the use of a considerable amount of engineering skill and domain expertise to design various human-engineered features, such as features representing color, textural, shape, spatial and spectral information or combinations thereof, which represent the primary characteristics of a scene image and hence carry useful information for scene classification [20] . Although these low-level features have been employed with a certain degree of success, they have a very limited ability to represent the high-level concepts encompassed by remote sensing images (i.e., the semantic content). In contrast, unsupervised features can be learned automatically from unlabeled data and have attracted more attention, with great advances having been achieved in the remote sensing community. However, these types of features do not offer the best capacity to discriminate among images without label information. Instead, supervised feature extraction may achieve better performance due to the incorporation of semantic (label) information related to the images. A breakthrough in deep learning [45] was achieved by Hinton and Salakhutdinov in 2006. Deep learning enables the representation and organization of multiple levels of information to express complex relationships among data [46] . With the help of deep learning, scenes can be represented in the form of unitary transformations by exploiting the variations in local spatial arrangements and structural patterns as captured by low-level features, and in this way, the performances on many visual recognition and classification tasks have been significantly improved. Nevertheless, as mentioned in Section I, the lack of human-annotated data is a severe problem hindering the more widespread application of this powerful technology.
Despite the large number of features available, there is no universal method that can generate an integrated depiction of remote sensing scenes. Remote sensing images often represent large natural geographic scenes with abundant and complex visual contents. Consequently, the extraction of their complex surface structures and high-level semantic features poses an exceptionally difficult challenge. For use in this paper, we selected as many effective published feature extraction methods that are used for remote sensing datasets as possible.
As listed in Table 1 , we implement 20 types of features in three categories. an unsupervised feature learning network [48] , EPLS [35] and sparse filtering [36] . Note that we reimplement the network architecture of MARTA GAN [33] ; the last three layers are redesigned by directly flattening and using the output as features. Through this process, we wish to generate various features to describe image scene information at different scales. We also reimplement the unsupervised feature learning network [48] to get the unsupervised learning feature (ULF).In this paper, we set the number of clusters in the k-means algorithm used in that method to 1024 and the size of the receptive field to 6. Moreover, we run EPLS with three layers to obtain more effective features. For sparse filtering, which only has one hyperparameter, the number of features to learn is set to 1024 in our implementation. 3) Handcrafted features: Eight conventional feature descriptors are considered, including GLCM [38] , LBP [37] , HOG [49] , PHOW, MR8 [39] , BOC [42] , CS [43] and Gist [41] . The GLCM feature encodes the contrast, the correlation, the energy, and the homogeneity along three offsets (i.e., 2, 4, and 6). The LBP feature is generated through quantifying the uniform rotationinvariant features under the constraint of the mapping tables with 36 patterns. The HOG feature computed by 4x4 blocks and the dimension of HOG in each detection is 36 dimension. Specifically, the PHOW feature is a variant of the dense SIFT descriptor [40] , and three of the features considered here, namely, the PHOW, MR8 and BOC features, all use the bag-of-visualwords model. The Gist feature, as a global feature, represents the overall information of image, having advantage of scene classification. The CS feature is computed with two nested cascades of wavelet transforms and complex modulus, along spatial and rotation variables [43] .
B. AUTOMATIC AGGREGATION VIA HIERARCHICAL SIMILARITY DIFFUSION
In Section II-A, we introduced 20 types of features that we use for the implementation of our method. The content of each remote sensing image scene can be captured by a set of feature representations using the aforementioned feature extraction approaches. Moreover, the affinity between paired images can be measured on the basis of the similarity of their corresponding feature representations. The goal of the diffusion process is to enhance such similarity measures by fusing the multiple similarity values available throughout the graph. We first review the classic similarity network fusion (SNF) method [44] and analyze its shortcomings, which are particularly evident when the number of features is large. To address these shortcomings, we adopt a hierarchical structure that allows us to fully combine complementary features to enhance the similarity between two samples of data. In addition, we utilize spectral clustering for the automatic aggregation of the dataset based on the final fused similarity matrix.
In pursuit of a general formulation, we consider a given dataset of n remote sensing images and an adopted feature set containing M types of features for each image. The feature set of the ith image can be formulated as The diffusion process begins with affinity graphs evaluated for each feature type in the feature set. As mentioned, the adopted feature set is assumed to contain M types of features. As a result, the number of graphs is equal to M , and each graph contains n elements that are related to each other. The initial similarity graph can be represented as G = (V, E, W), where V = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the set of vertices based on the dataset X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }; E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges, which are weighted by how similar the data are; and W denotes the affinity matrix. For the m-th feature, W m i,j denotes the similarity measure between the ith vertex (i.e., the ith image) and the j-th vertex (i.e., the j-th image).
1) SIMILARITY NETWORK DIFFUSION
As described in [44] , given a fully connected graph, the locally connected graph G = ( V, E, W) can be constructed. The vertices of G are the same as those of G, but each vertex of G is only locally connected to its nearest L nodes. In other words, for the m-th feature type, weighted edges are assigned only to the L nearest neighboring vertices, and the weights of edges to non-neighboring vertices are set to zero. The local affinity matrix for the m-th feature type can be represented as W m .
The status matrix P and the kernel matrix P can be calculated from G and G, respectively. The status matrix P carries the full affinity information, capturing the affinity among the vertices in the global domain, whereas the kernel matrix P represents the local affinity information, capturing the affinity among the graph nodes in the local domain.
The cross-diffusion process is used to fuse the different types of affinity matrices. This fusion process can be reformulated as follows:
where m = 1, 2, . . . , M , t = 1, 2, . . . , T is the iteration, η > 0 is a scalar regularization penalty and I is the identity matrix. P m (t) is the diffusion result in the t-th iteration. The final fused similarity matrix W F is computed as the average of the cross-diffusion results for the status matrices after T iterations:
As shown in Eq. (2), although the classic SNF model [44] learns a faithful similarity measure W F , it ignores the correlations among different similarities due to the averaging VOLUME 6, 2018 operation. Moreover, this measure may not be feasible to calculate, especially when the number of features is very large. Therefore, we design a hierarchical structure to enhance the diffusion effect.
2) HIERARCHICAL SIMILARITY DIFFUSION
To effectively take advantage of the complementarity among multiple visual features, we design a hierarchical framework to strengthen the similarity matrix among the scenes in a dataset by performing two rounds of fusion via the diffusion process. The affinity graphs of the original SNF model,
By contrast, the proposed AA-HSD method divides the affinity graphs into various subtrees according to the complementarity among the different features. Suppose that the number of subtrees is
Note that the sequence of features in the subtree is not as same as that in the SNF model.
In each subtree, the complementarity can be computed from the dissimilarity among the different matrices, which can be defined as follows:
where S is a scalar and n is the number of images in the dataset. W s denotes the average value of the affinity matrix of the selected feature in the subtree, and W h is the average value of the affinity matrix of the feature considered for comparison. Note that a larger value of S indicates more dissimilarity between the selected feature and the compared feature (reflecting the richness of the existing complementarity).
According to Eq. (3), the AA-HSD method divides the M affinity graphs into H subtrees. Then, the locally connected graphs that contain connections with the L nearest neighboring vertices can be constructed.
The first cross-diffusion process is performed among the selected affinity matrices within each subtree. Taking the t-th subtree as an example, the cross-diffusion in each subtree can be formulated as follows:
where
Based on the similarity matrix for each subtree calculated in the 1-st diffusion process, the second diffusion process is conducted among the subtrees and directly uses the output similarity matrices from the first diffusion process and the corresponding locally connected graphs. The second crossdiffusion process can be formulated as follows:
where h = 1, 2, . . . , H . After the 2-nd diffusion process, the final similarity matrix W F2 is calculated as follows:
Overall, the proposed AA-HSD method attempts to maximize the complementary discrimination abilities of the features in each subtree and boost the capability of fusion by means of diffusion throughout each subtree.
As shown in Figure 1 , the hierarchical similarity diffusion framework ensures that the diffusion process will incorporate the complementary merits of different features, especially in the case of a large quantity of features. 
3) AUTOMATIC AGGREGATION BASED ON SPECTRAL CLUSTERING
Spectral clustering [50] is a type of clustering algorithm based on a similarity matrix. It divides the similarity matrix according to spectral analysis theory. It is an efficient approach due to the use of a graph structure that represents the data in a low-dimensional space, thus making the data easy to cluster. Then, we can use the key samples to label each cluster and obtain the final annotation result.
In our approach, we utilize spectral clustering to implement automatic aggregation of the dataset based on the final affinity matrix. Given the final fused similarity matrix W
F2
and supposing that the number of clusters is C, the objective function for spectral clustering is given as follows:
where A = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A C } are the partition graphs,Ā i is the complement of the subset A i , W F2 (A i ,Ā i ) denotes the sum of the weights of all edges between A i andĀ i and vol(·) is the degree matrix.
C. EFFICIENT ANNOTATION BASED ON KEY SAMPLES
According to the cluster assumption [27] , samples in the same class are more likely to be assigned to the same cluster. Therefore, in this step, we attempt to annotate the dataset cluster by cluster based on key samples. From each cluster, a key sample is selected based on the similarity matrix of the corresponding partition in A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A C . As described in Section II-B, each node in the graph represents a sample from the dataset, and each edge indicates a pairwise relationship between samples. Hence, the key sample should be the one that has the highest similarity with all other samples in the cluster. For the α-th cluster, the key sample can be computed as follows:
where A α ∈ R n×n is the affinity matrix and s α i denotes the highest similarity value between the i − th sample and the other samples in the cluster.
After obtaining the key sample for each cluster, we can manually annotate it and thus obtain the label for the whole cluster.
The flowchart of the proposed annotation method based on AA-HSD is visually presented in Figure 2 . As depicted in this figure, given a dataset of image scenes, we first construct a feature set that contains various complementary features. Then, the k-nearest-neighbor (k-NN) graphs of the dataset are computed for fusion via the diffusion process. After the hierarchical similarity diffusion step, a more faithful similarity matrix is obtained to be used for automatic aggregation via spectral clustering.
Overall, this paper proposes an efficient annotation approach for remote sensing image scenes, and the specific implementation of the proposed method is summarized in Algorithm 1.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we first introduce the two evaluation datasets adopted for use in our experiments, in Section III-A. Section III-B presents the results obtained on the first evaluation dataset, analyzes the sensitivity to the crucial parameters of the proposed AA-HSD approach, and compares the results with those of baseline approaches. Section III-C compares the results of the proposed approach with those of the competing VOLUME 6, 2018
Algorithm 1 Annotation of a Remote Sensing Image Scene Dataset Via Hierarchical Similarity Diffusion Input: Unlabeled remote sensing image dataset that contains n images; the number of nearest neighboring nodes L; the number of clusters C Output: The labels of the dataset. 1. Calculate the feature sets 1, 2, . . . , n, according to the feature extraction approaches defined in Section II-A. baseline approaches as obtained on the second evaluation dataset.
Segment the affinity graphs
G = G 1 , G 2 , · · · , G M constructed from the complementary features F = F 1 , F 2 , · · · , F M into
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE EVALUATION DATASETS
In this paper, two remote sensing image datasets are used to evaluate the performance of our proposed method: the UCM dataset [17] and RSI-CB256 [18] . The UCM dataset was generated by manually labeling aerial image scenes of urban areas from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) National Map. Figure 3 shows one random image from each class in this dataset. More specifically, the UCM dataset consists of 21 classes of satellite images with a pixel resolution of 30 cm. Each class contains 100 samples with dimensions of 256 × 256 pixels that are measured in the R-G-B spectral space. The experimental results are reported in terms of overall accuracy as the evaluation criterion. As shown in Figure 4 , RSI-CB256 is a recently released largescale remote sensing dataset that contains approximately 24000 images in 35 categories with pixel sizes of 256 × 256 and spatial resolutions of 0.3-3 m. Again, the experimental results are reported in terms of overall accuracy as the evaluation criterion.
B. RESULTS OBTAINED ON THE UCM DATASET 1) SENSITIVITY TO CRITICAL PARAMETERS
In our proposed approach, the critical parameter is the number of neighbors L. As mentioned in Section II, the process of fusion via diffusion is performed twice. Therefore, we tested the sensitivity to the corresponding parameters in the different diffusion processes, that is, the number of neighbors L 1 in the 1-st diffusion among the complementary features within each subtree and the number of neighbors L 2 in the 2-nd diffusion among the subtrees.
We varied one value at a time while keeping the others fixed. For instance, we first tested different values of L 2 while fixing L 1 to 20. The evaluation results obtained with an annotation rate of 1% are shown in Figure 5 .
As depicted in Figure 5 , our proposed AA-HSD method achieves the best performance with a value of L 2 = 60 when L 1 is fixed. Subsequently, we tested different values of L 1 with L 2 fixed to 60. The results are presented in Figure 6 . As depicted in Figure 6 , the highest annotation accuracy is achieved with L 1 = 20. Therefore, the number of neighbors for the diffusion process within each subtree is set to 20 in our implementation, and the number of neighbors for the diffusion process among the subtrees is set to 60. It is clear that the parameter L of the k-NN graphs plays an important role in the performance of hierarchical similarity diffusion because it affects how many edges are shared between the fully connected graphs and the locally connected graphs. In the 1-st diffusion process, the number of neighbors should be relatively small because the initial graphs obtained from the features are slightly inaccurate in terms of the calculated Euclidean distances. Thus, as L 1 increases, FIGURE 6. Test of the sensitivity to the number of neighbors in the 1-st hierarchical diffusion process for an annotation rate of 1%. the more unreliable edges the graphs contain, degrading performance. In contrast, in the 2-nd diffusion process, the graphs used are the result of one round of fusion via diffusion, which has improved the similarity metrics among the various features. Therefore, by increasing L 2 to a slightly larger number, more global information can be captured by including more representative edges, thereby enhancing the performance of the diffusion-based fusion process.
2) SUPERIORITY OF HIERARCHICAL SIMILARITY DIFFUSION
To demonstrate the effectiveness of hierarchical similarity diffusion, this section presents a quantitative comparison between our AA-HSD approach and the classic SNF model. In addition, we use a random selection method to divide the features into different subsets as an alternative to the dissimilarity measure introduced in Section II. The results of the quantitative performance evaluation are summarized in Table 2 . Our approach based on complementary subtrees achieves better performance than that of SNF under each annotation rate, especially when the number of labeled images is small. Moreover, although our AA-HSD method with dissimilar subtrees achieves the highest accuracy, with values of 66.38% (1% annotation rate) and 77.24% (2% annotation rate), the proposed method also shows an obvious improvement even with random subtrees. The experimental results show that our hierarchical structure is effective. The tree structure of the AA-HSD method sufficiently considers the complementarity of a wide range of features; meanwhile, the diffusion-based fusion process captures the underlying data manifold, and the doublediffusion approach strengthens the fusion process. Even a random selection method, which is simple to implement, can result in good annotation labels. These experimental results confirm the efficiency and robustness of our proposed AA-HSD method. Thus, our proposed method is suitable for the annotation of remote sensing image scenes with limited labels.
3) COMPARISON WITH SEVERAL BASELINES
To facilitate comparisons, we reimplemented several classifiers for evaluation. Three typical supervised classifiers were used: the logistic regression (LR) classifier of LIBLINEAR [51] , the linear SVM classifier of LIBSVM [52] and a random forest (RF) classifier [53] . We implemented these other approaches with the public source code provided by their authors. The relative size of the training dataset used for these supervised classifiers was equivalent to the annotation rate of the dataset. We used the linear SVM of LIBSVM with C = 15 and the L2-regularized LR with C = 15. For RF, the number of tree was set to 500. All other parameters were tuned to achieve the best performance and the parameters were fixed in the following experiment. We evaluated these methods with different numbers of features with the annotation rate fixed to 1%. Every time, the newly added feature was the feature with the best performance among the remaining features when combined with the previously included features. The sequences in which the features were selected for combination under the different methods are illustrated in Table 3 . For example, the combined features consisted of the first 6 features listed in this table when the number of features was 6. The results are shown in Figure 7 . As illustrated in this figure, the annotation accuracy initially increases with the addition of each new feature, and a point of inflection appears at approximately seven features. The complementarity among multiple features is clear, but these results indicate that the methods all share a common problem, known as ''the curse of dimensionality,'' with further growth in the number of features considered. As depicted, the LR and RF classifiers reach the highest accuracy performance with 7 features, whereas the SVM classifier achieves the best accuracy with 6 features. Therefore, the number of features for the SVM classifier was set to 6 for further experiments, and the number of features was set to 7 for the LR and RF classifiers. Table 4 compares the performance of our AA-HSD method with the performances of the baseline methods under different annotation rates. The best average accuracy under each of five annotation rates is used for comparison. The results show that our approach has a higher accuracy than the other methods do. In particular, the AA-HSD method achieves 66.38% accuracy under a 1% annotation rate and 77.24% accuracy under a 2% annotation rate, outperforming the second-best method in each case by approximately 11% and 20%, respectively. As seen from the evaluation results, the proposed method clearly outperforms the other methods. This trend is reasonable for the UCM dataset because this dataset contains only 2100 images, meaning that at lower annotation rates, only a few labeled training data are input into the supervised classifiers, which limits the annotation performance. By contrast, the proposed AA-HSD method exploits the advantages of fusion via diffusion, using all features to characterize the remote sensing scenes and enhancing the underlying links between samples through diffusion. Furthermore, spectral clustering, as an unsupervised method, is suitable for automatic aggregation for the annotation task given a strong metric.
C. RESULTS OBTAINED ON THE RSI-CB256 DATASET 1) SENSITIVITY TO CRITICAL PARAMETERS
In this experiment, we tested the same critical parameters, the numbers of neighbors L 1 and L 2 , via the same configuration. The evaluation results for L 2 with L 1 fixed to 20 are shown in Figure 8 . As shown in Figure 8 , L 2 = 90 is the best value for the 2-nd hierarchical diffusion process. Thus, we analyzed the sensitivity to L 1 by fixing L 2 to 90, and the results are depicted in Figure 9 . As seen from Figure 9 , our proposed AA-HSD method achieves the highest precision with L 1 = 20. The results of the sensitivity analysis on the RSI-CB256 dataset are similar to those on the UCM dataset, namely, the number of neighbors should be relatively small in the 1-st diffusion process, whereas a larger number should be used in the 2-nd diffusion process. Table 5 compares the proposed approach with the SNF method and with AA-HSD with randomly selected subtrees. This table reveals that the proposed method performs much better than the SNF method, thereby confirming the superiority of our hierarchical structure. With our AA-HSD method, a more useful and reliable similarity metric between pairs of samples in the dataset is learned. The results also illustrate that our proposed approach also achieves good performance with random subtree selection, which implies that even with randomly selected features in each subtree, the complementary information among these multiple features can be successfully incorporated due to the hierarchical diffusion framework.
2) SUPERIORITY OF HIERARCHICAL SIMILARITY DIFFUSION

3) COMPARISON WITH SEVERAL BASELINES
In this experiment, our proposed AA-HSD method was compared with the LR, SVM and RF classifiers. We also adjusted the parameters of these competing baseline methods to ensure a fair comparison. We used the linear SVM of LIBSVM with C = 10 and the L2-regularized LR with C = 10. For RF, the number of tree was set to 500. The Table 6 lists the selected features, and Figure 10 compares the accura- cies of these supervised classifiers with an annotation rate of 1%. As shown in Figure 10 , for the RSI-CB256 dataset, the LR and SVM classifiers perform well, but the RF method achieves lower accuracy. We set the best number of features for each of these baseline methods based on the experimental analysis, that is, 7 features for LR and SVM and 6 features for RF; the resulting accuracies under different annotation rates are summarized in Table 7 . As depicted in Table 7 , our AA-HSD method achieves the best performance under each annotation rate. The gap between our approach and the LR and SVM methods is only approximately 2%. This finding is reasonable because the RSI-CB256 dataset contains a large number of samples; thus, even a lower annotation rate results in many training samples for the baseline methods. However, the proposed method nevertheless achieves better performance under every annotation rate.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section, we first discuss how to train deep networks using the greedily annotated remote sensing image scene datasets obtained with our method, in Section IV-A. Then, in Section IV-B, we introduce some potential applications of our proposed AA-HSD method.
A. CAN THE GREEDILY ANNOTATED REMOTE SENSING IMAGE SCENE DATASETS BE USED TO TRAIN DEEP NETWORKS?
Our experiments confirm that the proposed AA-HSD approach is an efficient and effective method for remote sensing scene annotation. The annotation results may contain several erroneous labels; however, many methods for deep learning with noisy labels [54] - [56] have been explored to address this problem. In our future work, we will utilize the generated labeled samples for deep learning using such a noisy label method.
B. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF OUR PROPOSED AA-HSD METHOD
As a general approach, our proposed AA-HSD method can be easily extended to address the low-shot remote sensing image classification problem [57] (i.e., the case in which only a few labeled samples in each category are available). In addition, our proposed AA-HSD method may also be beneficial for the remote sensing image retrieval task [28] . In the future, we will evaluate our proposed AA-HSD method on additional tasks in the domain of remote sensing image processing. In addition, we also try to improve the performance of our proposed AA-HSD by the advanced matrix analysis technique [58] - [60] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient annotation method for remote sensing image scene datasets called AA-HSD. Based on the cluster assumption, we attempt to automatically aggregate a dataset of remote sensing images via spectral clustering and then label the dataset cluster by cluster based on key samples. In addition, the proposed AA-HSD method applies a hierarchical similarity diffusion structure with complementary features that can capture the underlying data manifold and take full advantage of the complementarity among the features. As seen from comparisons with several competing baseline methods, the proposed approach achieves the best accuracy on two datasets with different volumes and sets of categories. Specifically, our method shows excellent performance even under low annotation rates and achieves favorable results even on a large-scale dataset, with an accuracy of up to 66.38% on the UCM dataset and up to 89.07% on the RSI-CB256 dataset for an annotation rate of 1%. 
